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Debye series for light scattering by a spheroid

Feng Xu, James A. Lock, and Cameron Tropea

1. INTRODUCTION

The Lorenz–Mie theory (LMT) proposed a century ago by Mie [1] provides a rigorous way to describe the scattering of a linearly polarized plane wave by a homogeneous sphere. It forms the basis of a number of techniques for optical particle characterization in various fields [2–5]. However, most particles found in nature or produced in industrial processes are nonspherical. In addition, the plane-wave assumption is not appropriate for laser beams of width approaching or less than the particle size. For scientific design and optimization of elastic-scattering-based optical instruments, it is therefore necessary to advance the knowledge about the interaction between a shaped laser beam and a nonspherical particle and to better understand the scattered fields. As one type of regularly shaped particle, the spheroid has the practical value of approximating many slightly deformed particles to first order, e.g., cells stretched by two counterpropagating laser beams in the initial and intermediary periods [6] and droplets subjected to aerodynamic drag and shear forces [7,8], or under the action of inertial forces and falling at low Reynolds number [9], or freely oscillating in the fundamental mode in a gaseous medium [10].

Significant differences of scattering by a spheroid from that by a sphere have been experimentally observed and theoretically predicted. One important example is the far-zone rainbow. When observed in the plane perpendicular to the beam polarization direction, the rainbow shifts back and forth as a function of the angle between the beam direction and the spheroid major axis. This effect was calculated by Mobius to first order in the eccentricity $e$ (with $e^2 = 1 - (a/b)^2$ for a prolate spheroid and $e^2 = (a/b)^2 - 1$ for an oblate one, where $a$ and $b$ are the semi-major and semi-minor axis lengths, respectively) [11]. For large eccentricity, ray-tracing methods have to be used to determine the geometrical optics (GO) rainbow angle [12,13]. Alternatively, by filtering the Fourier transformed intensity calculated by the full Mie theory, the rainbow maximum as a function of $a/b$ can be obtained [14]. However, the error in the filtered intensities for a certain order rainbow has to be evaluated. This can be achieved if the Debye series is extended to the spheroid. The second example showing the difference of scattering by a spheroid from that by a sphere is either the absence of the rainbow as the spheroid axis ratio increases into a particular interval, causing the lack of deflection of exiting rays for the Descartes rainbow, or the presence of a rainbow-enhanced glory as the rainbow appears in the backward or forward direction. In addition, when an oblate droplet is illuminated by a horizontally incident laser beam, the slight eccentricity causes a bending of the rainbow in the horizontal rainbow region. Increasing the eccentricity leads to a coalescence of the rays leaving the droplet in the same direction above and below its equatorial plane, creating the cusped diffraction catastrophe, a hyperbolic umbilic diffraction catastrophe, or a symbolic umbilic diffraction catastrophe for increasing $a/b$ [15–17]. All these eccentricity-related phenomena are demonstrated and analyzed in the present and companion papers [18] by use of Debye series developed in the context of electromagnetic scattering.

Before proceeding to these phenomena, a brief review of the theoretical development of spheroid scattering by use of the variable separation method is helpful. Asano and Yamamoto’s extension of LMT from a sphere to a spheroid provides a rigorous way to describe plane-wave scattering by a homogeneous spheroid [19]. Their work was later developed into the generalized Lorenz–Mie theory (GLMT) for shaped laser beam incidence [20–22]. However, neither LMT nor GLMT sheds light on the physical mechanisms responsible for the scattering. In contrast, the Debye series allows a detailed view of the scattering by following the propagation of each partial wave inside the particle. The cooperation of a number of partial waves produces the scattering at various orders, and each order $p$ has a particular physical meaning. The scattering of order $p$ corresponds, in the sense of GO, to the transmitted rays experiencing $(p−1)$ internal reflec-
tions. By use of the Debye series, the information level of each oscillation in the Mie scattering curve concerning one of the particle’s properties can be judged so that an instrument can be designed in an optimal manner. Through a spherical wave expansion, the Debye series was developed to match LMT and GLMT for a homogeneous sphere [23–25]. Through a plane-wave expansion, the Debye series was developed to match LMT and GLMT for a homogeneous cylinder with a circular cross section [26,27]. As a further extension, the Debye series for a multilayered sphere and multilayered cylinder was derived in [28,29], respectively. The present paper contributes to the development of the Debye series for a homogeneous spheroid.

2. THEORY

Consider a monochromatic, arbitrarily oriented, and shaped beam incident on a spheroid of semi-major axis length \( a \) and semi-minor axis length \( b \). The beam has a well-defined description of the electromagnetic fields in its own Cartesian coordinates \( O_B – XYZ \) with the positive \( Z \) axis indicating the propagation direction of the beam and the \( X \) axis indicating the polarization direction of the electric field. The time-dependent part of the field is \( e^{-i\omega t} \). Let the \( x \) axis of a second particle-centered coordinate system lie in the plane formed by the axisymmetric axis of the spheroid \( O_B \) and the beam propagation direction \( O_B Z' \), which is a translation of the \( O_B Z \) axis to the particle coordinates \( O_P – XYZ \) with the known coordinates of the beam center \( O_B (x_0, y_0, z_0) \). Two beam angles are used to relate the two coordinate systems. One is the incident angle \( \theta_i \) indicating the beam propagation direction in particle coordinates, and the other is the polarization angle \( \phi_i \) indicating the polarization direction of the electric field relative to the \( O_P – xz \) plane. Figures 1(a) and 1(b) give the examples of oblique incidence of a Gaussian beam on a prolate and oblate spheroid, respectively. With the aid of \((\theta_i, \phi_i)\) and \((x_0, y_0, z_0)\), the spheroidal beam shape coefficients (or more briefly, spheroidal BSCs), \( C_{m(n)}^{TE} \) and \( C_{m(n)}^{TM} \), can be evaluated in the spheroidal coordinates \((\xi, \eta, \phi)\) and multiplied by spheroidal wave functions as the incident field expansion [30].

The variable separation method gives the solution to the scalar wave equation in prolate spheroidal coordinates in the following form:

\[
\psi_{mn} = R_{mn}(c; \xi)S_{mn}(c; \eta) \exp(i m \phi),
\]

where \( c \) is defined by the multiplication of the wave number \( k \) and the semifocal length of the spheroid \( f = (a^2 - b^2)^{1/2} \), namely, \( c = k f \), and \( R_{mn} \) and \( S_{mn} \) are the spheroidal radial and angular functions, respectively. The vector wave functions in spheroidal coordinates are generated through the vector operation:

\[
M_{mn} = \nabla \times (r \psi_{mn}),
\]

\[
N_{mn} = \frac{1}{k} \nabla \times M_{mn}.
\]

We use the spheroidal radial functions of the third kind \( R_{mn}^{(3)} \) and of the fourth kind \( R_{mn}^{(4)} \) to denote an outgoing and incoming traveling wave, respectively. Accordingly, the vector spheroidal wave functions of the third type \((M_{mn}^{(3)}, N_{mn}^{(3)})\) and fourth type \((M_{mn}^{(4)}, N_{mn}^{(4)})\) are generated, respectively.

A. External Incidence at the Particle Surface

Consider a nonmagnetic prolate spheroid of complex refractive index \( M_1 \) (region 1) embedded in a nonmagnetic and nonabsorbing medium of refractive index \( M_2 \) (region 2). The incident fields (denoted by the superscript “i”) of a single spheroidal partial wave with the transverse electric (TE) polarization (the electric field vibrates perpendicular to the incidence plane \( O_P – xz \)) are given by
from an incident TE wave. Together with the TE wave changing respectively, where $n_0$ is the partial wave number, $m$ is the azimuthal mode number, $G_{mn}^{m,TE}$ is the TE partial wave amplitude, $c_2$ is the size parameter of the spheroid ($c_2 = k r_f$), and the order $p = 0$ is assigned to the first interaction of the incident beam with the spheroid surface. Similarly, the incident fields of the single partial wave of the same order and mode but with the transverse magnetic (TM) polarization (the magnetic field vibrates perpendicular to the $O_{p-}xz$ plane) are described by

$$E_{mn0,p=0}^{(r),TM} = G_{mn0}^{m,TM} N_{mn0}^{(4)}(c_2; \xi, \eta, \varphi),$$  

$$H_{mn0,p=0}^{(r),TM} = -\frac{ik_2}{\omega \mu_2} [G_{mn0}^{m,TM} N_{mn0}^{(4)}(c_2; \xi, \eta, \varphi)].$$

Designating $R_{mn0}^{m,22}$ and $T_{mn0}^{m,21}$ as the portions reflected back into region 2 and transmitted into the spheroid, respectively, when the partial wave of unit amplitude encounters the spheroid surface $\xi = \xi_0$, the entire reflected ($r$) and transmitted ($t$) electric fields of a single partial wave with the amplitude $G_{n_0}^{m,TE}$ can be described as the series sum over $n_1$:

$$E_{p=0}^{(r)} = \sum_{n_1 = |m|, n_1 \neq 0} [R_{mn0}^{m,22,TE} G_{mn0}^{m,TE} M_{mn1}^{(3)}(c_2; \xi, \eta, \varphi)] + (R_{mn0}^{m,22,TM} G_{mn0}^{m,TM} N_{mn1}^{(3)}(c_2; \xi, \eta, \varphi)],$$

$$E_{p=0}^{(t)} = \sum_{n_1 = |m|, n_1 \neq 0} [T_{mn0}^{m,21,TE} G_{mn0}^{m,TE} M_{mn1}^{(4)}(c_1; \xi, \eta, \varphi)] + (T_{mn0}^{m,21,TM} G_{mn0}^{m,TM} N_{mn1}^{(4)}(c_1; \xi, \eta, \varphi)],$$

respectively, where $c_1 = k r_f$. The superscript $TE/TE$ indicates a TE wave generated from an incident TE wave, and the superscript $TM/TE$ indicates a TM field generated from an incident TE wave. Together with the TE wave generated from the TM incident wave, a cross-polarization effect is induced in the order $p = 0$. Interchanging $M_{mn}$ with $N_{mn}$ in Eqs. (8) and (9) and multiplying by a prefactor $(-ik_2/\omega \mu_1)$ gives the magnetic field, with $i$ being 1 or 2 indicating the interior or exterior of the particle. Note that the incident fields in region 2 are radially incoming. One can get the explicit expressions for $R_{mn0}^{m,22}$ and $T_{mn0}^{m,21}$ for electromagnetic scattering by a sphere, coated sphere, and cylinder and scalar wave scattering by spheroid. But for electromagnetic wave scattering by a spheroid, the $R_{mn0}^{m,22}$ and $T_{mn0}^{m,21}$ coefficients can only be numerically determined by solving large systems of coupled algebraic equations established from the boundary conditions describing the continuity of the tangential components of the electric and magnetic fields across the spheroid surface.

Summing the contribution over all incident TE and TM partial waves, the full reflected electric field for the order $p = 0$ becomes

$$E_{p=0}^{(r)} = \sum_{n_1 = |m|, n_1 \neq 0} \sum_{n_2 = |m|, n_2 \neq 0} \left[ W_{TE}^{(r)}(n) M_{mn1}^{(3)}(c_2; \xi, \eta, \varphi) + W_{TM}^{(r)}(n) N_{mn1}^{(3)}(c_2; \xi, \eta, \varphi), \right],$$

where

$$W_{TE}^{(r)}(0) = \sum_{n_0 = |m|, n_0 \neq 0} (R_{mn0}^{m,22,TE} G_{mn0}^{m,TE} + R_{mn0}^{m,22,TM} G_{mn0}^{m,TM}),$$

$$W_{TM}^{(r)}(0) = \sum_{n_0 = |m|, n_0 \neq 0} (R_{mn0}^{m,22,TM} G_{mn0}^{m,TE} + R_{mn0}^{m,22,TE} G_{mn0}^{m,TM}),$$

And the full transmitted electric field for the order $p = 0$ becomes

$$E_{p=0}^{(t)} = \sum_{n_1 = |m|, n_1 \neq 0} \sum_{n_2 = |m|, n_2 \neq 0} \left[ W_{TE}^{(t)}(n) M_{mn1}^{(4)}(c_1; \xi, \eta, \varphi) + W_{TM}^{(t)}(n) N_{mn1}^{(4)}(c_1; \xi, \eta, \varphi), \right],$$

where

$$W_{TE}^{(t)}(0) = \sum_{n_0 = |m|, n_0 \neq 0} (T_{mn0}^{m,21,TE} G_{mn0}^{m,TE} + T_{mn0}^{m,21,TM} G_{mn0}^{m,TM}),$$

$$W_{TM}^{(t)}(0) = \sum_{n_0 = |m|, n_0 \neq 0} (T_{mn0}^{m,21,TM} G_{mn0}^{m,TE} + T_{mn0}^{m,21,TE} G_{mn0}^{m,TM}).$$

B. Internal Incidence at the Particle Surface

When the wave is transmitted from the interior of the particle to the exterior, the vector wave functions of the third kind ($M_{mn}^{(3)}, N_{mn}^{(3)}$) are used to denote the incident and transmitted fields, while vector wave functions of the fourth kind ($M_{mn}^{(4)}, N_{mn}^{(4)}$) are used to denote the reflected fields. Accordingly, the full incident electric field for the interaction at the particle surface for the second time ($p = 1$) becomes
\[
E_{p=1}^{(r)} = \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \left\{ \sum_{n_0=1}^{\infty} (T_{n_1,n_0}^{m,1,TE} G_{n_0}^{m,TE} + T_{n_1,n_0}^{m,1,TM} G_{n_0}^{m,TM}) \right\} \mathbf{M}^{(3)}_{m,n_1}(c_1; \xi, \eta, \varphi) + \sum_{n_0=1}^{\infty} (T_{n_1,n_0}^{m,1,TE} G_{n_0}^{m,TE} + T_{n_1,n_0}^{m,1,TM} G_{n_0}^{m,TM}) \mathbf{N}^{(3)}_{m,n_1}(c_1; \xi, \eta, \varphi),
\]

Taking into account the amplitudes of all incident TE and TM partial waves, the full reflected and transmitted electric fields of the order \(p=1\) are

\[
E_{p=1}^{(r)} = \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \left\{ \sum_{n_0=1}^{\infty} (R_{n_2,n_1}^{m,11,TE} G_{n_0}^{m,TE} + R_{n_2,n_1}^{m,11,TM} G_{n_0}^{m,TM}) + R_{n_2,n_1}^{m,11,TE} (T_{n_1,n_0}^{m,1,TE} G_{n_0}^{m,TE} + T_{n_1,n_0}^{m,1,TM} G_{n_0}^{m,TM}) \right\} \mathbf{M}^{(4)}_{m,n_2}(c_1; \xi, \eta, \varphi) + \sum_{n_0=1}^{\infty} (T_{n_2,n_1}^{m,11,TE} G_{n_0}^{m,TE} + T_{n_2,n_1}^{m,11,TM} G_{n_0}^{m,TM}) \mathbf{N}^{(4)}_{m,n_2}(c_1; \xi, \eta, \varphi),
\]

\[
E_{p=1}^{(t)} = \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \left\{ \sum_{n_0=1}^{\infty} (T_{n_2,n_1}^{m,12,TE} G_{n_0}^{m,TE} + T_{n_2,n_1}^{m,12,TM} G_{n_0}^{m,TM}) + T_{n_2,n_1}^{m,12,TE} (T_{n_1,n_0}^{m,1,TE} G_{n_0}^{m,TE} + T_{n_1,n_0}^{m,1,TM} G_{n_0}^{m,TM}) \right\} \mathbf{M}^{(3)}_{m,n_2}(c_2; \xi, \eta, \varphi) + \sum_{n_0=1}^{\infty} (T_{n_2,n_1}^{m,12,TE} G_{n_0}^{m,TE} + T_{n_2,n_1}^{m,12,TM} G_{n_0}^{m,TM}) \mathbf{N}^{(3)}_{m,n_2}(c_2; \xi, \eta, \varphi),
\]

respectively, where the reflected and transmitted portions of the single partial wave of unit amplitude are designated as \(R_{n_2,n_1}^{m,11,TE}\) and \(T_{n_2,n_1}^{m,12,TE}\) respectively.

Differing from order \(p=0\), the incident fields at the \(p=1\) interface are radially outgoing in region 1. But similar to order \(p=0\), one cannot get the explicit expression for \(R_{n_2,n_1}^{m,11,TE}\) and \(T_{n_2,n_1}^{m,12,TE}\) for electromagnetic wave scattering by a sphere. Therefore again these coefficients are numerically determined through boundary conditions, matching and solving sets of coupled algebraic equations.

Without loss of generality, the full incident electric field for an arbitrary order \(p (p \geq 1)\) can be described in the following way:

\[
E_{p}^{(i)} = \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} [W_{TE}^{(i)}(p) \mathbf{M}^{(3)}_{m,n}(c_1; \xi, \eta, \varphi) + W_{TM}^{(i)}(p) \mathbf{N}^{(3)}_{m,n}(c_1; \xi, \eta, \varphi)],
\]

where \(W_{TE}^{(i)}\) and \(W_{TM}^{(i)}\) are given by

\[
W_{TE}^{(i)}(p) = \sum_{n_{p-1}=1}^{\infty} \cdots \sum_{n_{0}=1}^{\infty} V_{p}(1),
\]

\[
W_{TM}^{(i)}(p) = \sum_{n_{p-1}=1}^{\infty} \cdots \sum_{n_{0}=1}^{\infty} V_{p}(2).
\]

Here the two-element column vector \(V_{p}\) can be obtained via the following matrix operation:

\[
V_{p} = \begin{bmatrix} F_{n_{p-1}}^{m,TE} & F_{n_{p-1}}^{m,TE} & \cdots & F_{n_{p-1}}^{m,TE} \\ F_{n_{p-1}}^{m,TE} & F_{n_{p-1}}^{m,TE} & \cdots & F_{n_{p-1}}^{m,TE} \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ F_{n_{p-1}}^{m,TE} & F_{n_{p-1}}^{m,TE} & \cdots & F_{n_{p-1}}^{m,TE} \end{bmatrix} \times \begin{bmatrix} G_{n_{0}}^{m,TE} \\ G_{n_{0}}^{m,TM} \end{bmatrix},
\]

where \(F=F_{n_{i}}^{q_{1}}\) for \(n_{i}=1\) and \(F=R_{n_{i}}^{11}\) for \(n_{i}\) with \(i \geq 2\).

Similarly, the full reflected electric field can be described by

\[
E_{p}^{(r)} = \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{n_{p+1}=1}^{\infty} [W_{TE}^{(r)}(p) \mathbf{M}^{(3)}_{m,n}(c_1; \xi, \eta, \varphi) + W_{TM}^{(r)}(p) \mathbf{N}^{(3)}_{m,n}(c_1; \xi, \eta, \varphi)],
\]

where

\[
W_{TE}^{(r)}(p) = W_{TE}^{(r)}(p+1),
\]

\[
W_{TM}^{(r)}(p) = W_{TM}^{(r)}(p+1).
\]

The transmitted electric field can be described by

\[
E_{p}^{(t)} = \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{n_{p+1}=1}^{\infty} [W_{TE}^{(t)}(p) \mathbf{M}^{(3)}_{m,n}(c_2; \xi, \eta, \varphi) + W_{TM}^{(t)}(p) \mathbf{N}^{(3)}_{m,n}(c_2; \xi, \eta, \varphi)],
\]

where
\[ W^{(i)}_{TE}(p) = W^{(i)}_{TM}(p + 1), \quad (27) \]

\[ W^{(i)}_{TM}(p) = W^{(i)}_{TM}(p + 1), \quad (28) \]

but with the factor \( F = T^{(2)} \) for \( n_i \), \( i = 1 \), and \( F = R^{(1)} \) for \( n_i \), \( i = p + 1 \) in the column vector \( V_{p+1} \). In each order of scattering the TM/TE cross-polarization part contains the term \( F^{(p)}_{n_i,p-1} \) in \( V_{p+1}(2) \), and the TE/TM cross-polarization part contains the term \( F^{(p)}_{n_i,p-1} \) in \( V_{p+1}(1) \).

Note that Subsections 2.A and 2.B focus on the contribution of a single partial wave to a certain order of scattering by tracing its successive interactions with the spheroid surface. A superposition of all partial waves results in the total field of that order. This approach provides a detailed view of the behavior of the single partial wave as it successively interacts with the spheroid-medium interface. In contrast, an overall view of a scattering order can be achieved by including all incident partial waves from the beginning order \( p = 0 \):

\[
E^{(\text{inc})} = \sum_{m=-n}^{n} \sum_{|m| < n} \left[ C_{m,n}^{\text{inc}}(c_2; \xi, \eta, \varphi) + G_{m,n}^{\text{inc}}N_{m,n}^{(4)}(c_2; \xi, \eta, \varphi) \right].
\]

Then \( W^{(i)}_{TE}(0), W^{(i)}_{TM}(0) \) and \( W^{(i)}_{TM}(0), W^{(i)}_{TM}(0) \) are directly obtained by solving the boundary equations. Similarly, \( W^{(i)}_{TE}(p), W^{(i)}_{TM}(p) \) and \( W^{(i)}_{TM}(p), W^{(i)}_{TM}(p) \) for \( p > 1 \) are obtained successively by solving the boundary equations with the known coefficients from the order \((p - 1)\) describing the incident fields for the order \( p \).

C. Debye Series for a Spheroid

To deal with the full Mie problem for a sphere, we expand the incident electric field and the internal electric field (denoted by the superscript “in”), using the spheroidal radial function of the first kind:

\[
E^{(\text{in})} = \sum_{m=-n}^{n} \sum_{|m| < n} \left[ C_{m,n}^{\text{in}}(c_2; \xi, \eta, \varphi) + G_{m,n}^{\text{in}}N_{m,n}^{(4)}(c_2; \xi, \eta, \varphi) \right].
\]

we expand the scattered electric field (denoted by the superscript “s”) using the spheroidal radial function of the third kind:

\[
E^{(s)} = \sum_{m=-n}^{n} \sum_{|m| < n} \left[ B_{m,n}^{s}(c_2; \xi, \eta, \varphi) + A_{m,n}^{s}N_{m,n}^{(4)}(c_2; \xi, \eta, \varphi) \right].
\]

Applying the boundary condition as described in Subsection 2.A for the Debye series evaluation, a large system of coupled algebraic equations is obtained and can be solved numerically for the partial wave scattering amplitudes \( (A_{m,n}^{s}, B_{m,n}^{s}) \) and the interior amplitudes \( (C_{m,n}^{s}, D_{m,n}^{s}) \) [22].

Referring to the proof in Appendix A, the Debye series and GLMT coefficients for the scattered fields can be related by

\[
A_{n}^{m} = \frac{1}{2} \left[ C_{n}^{m,TE} - W^{(i)}_{TM}(0) - \sum_{p=1}^{\infty} W^{(i)}_{TM}(p) \right],
\]

\[
B_{n}^{m} = \frac{1}{2} \left[ C_{n}^{m,TE} - W^{(i)}_{TM}(0) - \sum_{p=1}^{\infty} W^{(i)}_{TM}(p) \right],
\]

where the first term describes the diffraction of the incident wave around the spheroid after being summed over \( m \) and \( n \), the second term represents the fields externally reflected from the spheroid surface, and the individual components of the series correspond to the contribution by the partial waves experiencing \((p-1)\) internal reflections.

The Debye series of the interior amplitudes is related to \((C_{n}^{s}, D_{n}^{s})\) by

\[
C_{n}^{s} = W^{(i)}_{TE}(0) + \sum_{p=1}^{\infty} W^{(i)}_{TE}(p),
\]

\[
D_{n}^{s} = W^{(i)}_{TM}(0) + \sum_{p=1}^{\infty} W^{(i)}_{TM}(p).
\]

D. Degeneration to the Case of a Sphere

As the spheroid axis ratio \( a/b \) tends to unity, the spheroidal coordinate system reduces to the spherical coordinate system, and Eq. (1) becomes

\[ \psi_{mn} = z_{n}(r)P_{m,n}(\eta) \exp(i m \phi), \]

where \( z_{n} \) is a spherical Bessel function and \( P_{m,n} \) is an associated Legendre function.

As the spheroid becomes a sphere, all the R and T matrices (with elements \( R_{n,n}^{m,p} \) and \( T_{n,n}^{m,p} \) ) that were non-diagonal in the partial wave number for a spheroid now become diagonal for a sphere. As a function of \( z_{n} \), the Debye series becomes independent of the azimuthal mode and equal to its counterpart in Mie–Debye scattering [31]. The spheroidal BSCs degenerate to the spherical BSCs with the time dependence \( e^{i \omega t} \), namely, \( G_{n}^{m,TE} \rightarrow c \), \( G_{n}^{m,TM} \rightarrow c \), \( G_{n}^{m,TE} \rightarrow c \), and \( G_{n}^{m,TM} \rightarrow c \). Moreover, no cross-polarization is induced, since \( c_{m,n}^{s,TE} \rightarrow c \) and \( c_{m,n}^{s,TM} \rightarrow c \). Thus Eqs. (20) and (21) for the incident fields become

\[
W^{(i)}_{TE}(p) = c_{w}^{s,TE} \left( R_{n}^{11,TE} \right) p^{-1},
\]

\[
W^{(i)}_{TM}(p) = c_{w}^{s,TM} \left( R_{n}^{11,TM} \right) p^{-1},
\]

Eqs. (24) and (25) for the reflected fields become

\[
W^{(r)}_{TE}(p) = c_{w}^{s,TE} \left( R_{n}^{11,TE} \right) p^{1},
\]

\[
W^{(r)}_{TM}(p) = c_{w}^{s,TM} \left( R_{n}^{11,TM} \right) p^{1},
\]

and Eqs. (27) and (28) for transmitted fields become

\[
W^{(t)}_{TE}(p) = c_{w}^{s,TE} \left( R_{n}^{11,TE} \right) p^{-1} \left( R_{n}^{12,TE} \right) p^{2},
\]

\[
W^{(t)}_{TM}(p) = c_{w}^{s,TM} \left( R_{n}^{11,TM} \right) p^{-1} \left( R_{n}^{12,TM} \right) p^{2}.
\]
where the partial wave amplitude of an incident plane-wave \( c_{cw} \) is

\[
c_{cw} = i^{n+1} \frac{2n + 1}{n(n + 1)}.
\]

(44)

Accordingly, Eqs. (33) and (34) become

\[
A_m = \frac{1}{2} c_{cw} R_n \left[ 1 - R_n^{22, TM} - \sum_{p=1}^{\infty} (\gamma_{21, TM}^{(1)})^p \right],
\]

(45)

\[
B_m = \frac{1}{2} i c_{cw} R_n \left[ 1 - R_n^{22, TE} - \sum_{p=1}^{\infty} (\gamma_{11, TE}^{(1)})^p \right].
\]

(46)

Similarly, Eqs. (35) and (36) become

\[
C_m = c_{cw} \sum_{p=1}^{\infty} (\gamma_{21, TM}^{(2)}) (R_n^{11, TM})^{p-1},
\]

(47)

\[
D_m = i c_{cw} \sum_{p=1}^{\infty} (\gamma_{11, TE}^{(2)}) (D_n^{11, TE})^{p-1}.
\]

(48)

Since \( A_m = c_{cw} R_n \left[ 1 - R_n^{22, TM} - \sum_{p=1}^{\infty} (\gamma_{21, TM}^{(1)})^p \right] \), \( B_m = i c_{cw} R_n \left[ 1 - R_n^{22, TE} - \sum_{p=1}^{\infty} (\gamma_{11, TE}^{(1)})^p \right] \), \( C_m = c_{cw} \sum_{p=1}^{\infty} (\gamma_{21, TM}^{(2)}) (R_n^{11, TM})^{p-1} \), and \( D_m = i c_{cw} \sum_{p=1}^{\infty} (\gamma_{11, TE}^{(2)}) (D_n^{11, TE})^{p-1} \), the special case of the Debye series for a sphere [32] is recovered when the common factors are removed from Eqs. (45)–(48).

Though in Section 2 we present the Debye series formalism only for a prolate spheroid, all the equations and expressions pertaining to prolate spheroidal coordinates can be converted to their counterparts in an oblate system by replacing the size parameter \( c_2 \) by \( -ic_2 \) (\( c_1 \) by \( -ic_1 \)) and the spheroidal radial coordinate \( \xi \) by \( i\xi \).

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

First, the sum of spheroid Debye series is compared with the total spheroid amplitude for a number of spheroid sizes with \( c_2 \) less than \( \approx 80 \) using a MATLAB code with double-precision arithmetic (64 bits). Namely, Eqs. (33) and (34) were validated numerically. The precision is found up to the fourth digits after the decimal point. Moreover, it was verified that as \( a/b \to 1 \) the Debye series for a sphere is reproduced. Following these checks, the Debye series was employed to explore light scattering by a spheroidal water droplet for various orders, with emphasis on the rainbow observed with TE wave scattering. The incident wave is assumed to be planar and has its electric field vibrating perpendicular to the incidence plane \( O_p-xz \). The refractive index of the droplet relative to the medium is \( M = M_1/M_2 = 1.334 + 1.2 \times 10^{-3} \) at the wavelength \( \lambda = 0.5145 \) μm [33]. Note that in the context of GLMT and Debye series for the spheroid, the intensity is described in the spheroid coordinates \( (\xi, \eta, \varphi) \) where \( \eta = \cos(\theta) \) for the far-zone case. However, for convenience of rainbow analysis, the scattering is measured with respect to the beam propagation direction in the spherical coordinates \( (R, \Theta, \Phi) \) associated with the beam coordinates \( O_p-XYZ \). Thus, a conversion relation \( I(\Theta, \Phi = 0^\circ) = I(\theta - \delta, \varphi = 0^\circ) \) is used for the intensity plot in the \( O_p-xz \) plane. In addition, for all numerical results in the present paper the scattering is calculated on an angular grid of \( \Delta \theta = 0.2^\circ \).

A. Rainbow for End-On Wave Incidence

In the full Mie intensity, the visibility of the rainbow is reduced as the particle size decreases to a few micrometers. However, in the context of the Debye series, a clear view of separate order rainbows is still available in this case. Before demonstrating the spheroid scattering, sphere scattering is first discussed for the purposes of (i) testing the procedures developed for spheroid rainbow analysis and (ii) checking two basic assumptions made for the sphere rainbow analysis by Airy theory.

1. Sphere

We decompose the Mie scattering for a spherical water droplet of radius \( a = 5.0 \) μm into the first five orders of scattering (p from 0 to 4) and illustrate the results in Fig. 2(a). To overcome the divergence when the infinite series over partial waves is calculated for the individual processes of diffraction and external reflection, their contributions are summed for the order \( p = 0 \). For comparison, Fig. 2(b) gives the GO decomposition of scattering by the same sphere, where the Fraunhofer diffracted field is superimposed on the \( p = 0 \) order GO intensity in the forward angular range \( 0^\circ \leq \Theta < 20^\circ \). In GO, the stationary deflection of the emergent rays with respect to the incidence angle marks the position of the Descartes rainbow \( \theta_D \), where the two-ray-zero-ray transition causes the discontinuity of the intensity curve and the intensity infinity due to the infinitely dense emergent rays. In wave theory the intensity in the vicinity of the primary rainbow peak is assumed to be proportional to the square of the Airy function \( Ai(-u) \) [34]:

\[
I(\Theta) \propto Ai^2(-\alpha^2(\Theta - \Theta^0_D)/(h^0_D)^{1/3}),
\]

(49)

where \( \alpha \) is the sphere’s size parameter (\( \alpha = k_a \)). The two parameters \( \Theta_D \) and \( h_D \) in Eq. (49) are widely assumed in the Airy rainbow description to have the following values. The scattering angle corresponding to \( Ai(0) \) is the Descartes rainbow \( \Theta_D \) which can be analytically determined for a sphere by GO [35]:

\[
\Theta^0_D = (p - 1)\pi + 2\Theta^0_D - 2p\Theta^0_D,
\]

(50)

where

\[
\cos(\Theta^0_D) = [(M^2 - 1)/(p^2 - 1)]^{1/2},
\]

(51)
respectively. The supernumerary spacing parameter
the incidence and refraction angles for the Descartes ray,
plane wave has the wavelength $\lambda=0.5145$ μm, and its electric
field is polarized in the y direction. The spherical water droplet
has a radius $r_d=5.0$ μm and relative refractive index $M=1.334$
$+1.2e^{-9}i$. (b) GO decomposition of scattering by the same
sphere.

$$\sin(\theta_D^i) = \frac{\sin(\Theta_D^i)}{M_r},$$

(52)

where the subscript $r$ of $M$ indicates the real part of the
relative refractive index of the particle and $\Theta_D^i$ and $\Theta_D^f$ are
the incidence and refraction angles for the Descartes ray,
respectively. The supernumerary spacing parameter $h_D$
describes the cubic wave front exiting the spheroid in the
vicinity of the Descartes ray and is evaluated in Airy
theory [36] by

$$h_D = \frac{[(p^2-1)^2(p^2-M_r^2)^{1/2}]}{[p^2(M_r^2-1)^{3/2}]}. \quad (53)$$

To check the accuracy of these assumptions, we assume
that the Airy function description of the rainbow in the
form of Eq. (49) is still valid. However, a variable geo-
metrical rainbow angle $\Theta_b$ and a variable supernumerary
spacing parameter $h_b$ are introduced and determined in
the following way: since the GO rainbow appears at $u=0$
with $Ai(-u)=0.35503$ while the first maximum occurs at
$u=1.01879$ with $Ai(-u)=0.53566$, the ratio of the intensity
at the GO rainbow angle to the intensity maximum is 0.4393. Applying the intensity ratio law, $\Theta_b$ can be deter-
mined from the rainbow maximum in the Debye graph.
Thus, for the spherical droplet of radius 5.0 μm (or size
parameter $a=61.06$), $\Theta_b$ is determined as $137.628^\circ$
from the Debye intensity curve for $p=2$, which is a deviation
of 0.439° from $\Theta_D=138.067^\circ$. Similarly, $\Theta_b$ for the rainbow of the second order ($p=3$) is determined as $113.230^\circ$, which is a deviation of 15.617° from $\Theta_D=128.847^\circ$. Alternatively, both $\Theta_b$ and $h_b$ can be obtained through fitting the Debye scattering pattern to an Airy function as in Eq. (49). By use of the Simplex algorithm [37], the best fit to the main scattering peak of the $p=2$ Debye intensity curve is achieved by using $\Theta_b=137.533^\circ$ ($h_b=4.691$), which is a deviation of 0.533° from $\Theta_D$. From the Debye intensity curve of $p=3$, $\Theta_b$ is determined as $134.644^\circ$ ($h_b=35.481$), which is a deviation of 5.796°. These calculations show that for a small particle size the true intensity distribution around
the rainbow is distorted from the classical Airy curve parameterized by $\Theta_D$ and $h_D$. These distortions take the
form of a shifting of the entire Airy function away from the
Descartes angle, and the shape is stretched or compressed so that $h_b$'s value is different from $h_D$'s.

There are three possible reasons causing the GO rain-
bow angle and supernumerary spacing parameter to de-
vote from their assumed values for the particle size of a
few micrometers. First, Airy theory in the form of Eq. (49)
assumes a constant amplitude of the electric field in the
virtual cubic wave front. However, to perform the Airy in-
tegral in a strict sense, the phase in the sphere exit plane
has to be multiplied by the amplitude that has the
Fresnel coefficients expressed in the Debye series form
$T_{21}(R_{11})^{p-1}T_{12}$. The Fresnel coefficients differ slightly at the angles of incidence of the two supernumerary rays. This effect yields the electric field $E=E_{Ai}+il_pAi^{1/3}$ in the
vicinity of rainbow angles where $l_p=0.475$ and $l_p=1.189$ for $M=1.334$ and $a=5.0$ μm [38]. The mixture of
$Ai$ and $Ai'$ causes error in the GO rainbow estimation
from Eq. (49) when the size parameter $a$ is small. As $a$
becomes extremely large (say, $a>5000$ [35]), the contribu-
tion of $Ai'$ becomes smaller with respect to $Ai$ and
($\Theta_D,h_D$) used for Eq. (49) become more accurate. Second, in the physical sense the Airy integral is an integral over
a continuous range of impact parameters from negative
infinity to infinity, whereas the Mie amplitude is a sum-
mation over a finite number of discrete partial waves.
Sufficient approximation accuracy also requires the par-
cle size to be large so that the partial wave sum ap-
proaches integration over a continuous range of impact
parameters. The third possible reason for the deviation
involves the surface waves improperly handled in Airy
theory.

To determine the main reason for the deviation, the $Ai'$
correction is included into the Airy function fitting the De-
bye intensity. The reconstructed intensity graph from the
numerically determined parameter set ($\Theta_b,h_b$) indicates
that the addition of the $Ai'$ correction raises the intensity
minima closer to the Debye graph. However, it helps little
in reducing the deviation ($\Theta_b-\Theta_D$), since the intensities
around the minimum play a limited role when the Sim-
plex algorithm evaluates the fitting error. Therefore the constant amplitude assumption of the electric field causes little influence on the \( \Theta_b \) determination for TE wave scattering by the two methods. We then ascribe the deviation of the Airy approximation to the Mie intensity by the integral of impact parameters from negative infinity to infinity. This approximation loses accuracy for small particle size, since there are fewer partial waves to add up in the Mie theory and they are insufficient to be well approximated by the infinite impact range assumption in Airy theory. Moreover, the propagation of surface waves creates by the edge-impacting rays with nearly grazing incidence angle is not strictly accounted for in Airy theory. Its contribution for an extremely large particle size is negligible compared with the contribution of real rays. However, for small particle sizes of a few micrometers, the influence of edge-impacting rays is no longer insignificant. They coherently superimpose on the contribution of the real rays and distort the intensity distribution around the rainbow. In Fig. 2(a) the surface wave effect can be observed in four places of the \( p=2 \) order intensity curve. Surface waves are formed after the 90° grazing impact parameter ray at both the top and bottom of the sphere. These surface waves are counterpropagating. This gives rise to (i) constructive interference of the two counterpropagating surface waves near 0°. (ii) Between 10° and 90° the intensity is surface wave dominated. (iii) At about 105° is the interference between the complex ray of the rainbow and one of the surface waves. (iv) The oscillations of the Airy function are continued past 165.768° by the surface wave from the bottom of the sphere. But these oscillations are distorted by interference with surface waves from the top of the sphere (making this essentially a three-ray region). This interference can be seen in the doubling of the second to last relative maximum before 180° and the shoulder on the third to last relative maximum. This interference with the surface waves from the top of the sphere is probably a big contribution to the difference between the Debye intensity and the Ai function. As the particle size parameter \( a \) increases, the surface waves exponentially die off at a faster rate; so their interference in the rainbow supernumerary region is greatly decreased, and the distortion they produce is similarly decreased.

To demonstrate the particle size effect on the \( \Theta_b \) calculation and give a quantitative error analysis for the assumptions that are implicitly used in Airy theory, Fig. 3 gives the deviation of the fitted GO rainbow from the ray-tracing results for sphere radii increasing from 5 to 400 \( \mu m \). The results for both \( p=2 \) and \( p=3 \) orders show the approach of \( (\Theta_b, h_b) \) toward \( (\Theta_D, h_D) \) at large particle size. Plotted in the inset of Fig. 3 is the deviation of supernumerary spacing parameter \( h_b \) from \( h_D \). For the order \( p=3 \), \( h_b \) exhibits a much slower approach toward \( h_D=27.76 \) than it does toward \( h_D=4.87 \) for \( p=2 \), which agrees with the observation that the deviation \( (\Theta_b-\Theta_D) \) for \( p=3 \) is more pronounced than that for \( p=2 \) at the same particle size. This is because as \( p \) increases, the angle of incidence of the rainbow ray increases, and fewer partial waves sample the cubic phase region; so the Debye scattering amplitude less resembles an Airy function.

2. Spheroid

In this section, the intensity ratio law and Airy function fitting are applied to the \( p=2 \) intensity of a spheroid to determine the rainbow angle \( \Theta_b \). Its dependence on the spheroid eccentricity and size is evaluated. For comparison, the value of the GO rainbow \( \Theta_D \) assumed in Airy theory is calculated by tracing a dense cluster of parallel incident rays and determining the minimum scattering angle. We parameterize the spheroid size by its volume equivalent sphere radius \( r_s \) (hereafter called “spheroid radius”) equal to 5.0 \( \mu m \). Assume that a plane wave is polarized in the \( y \) direction and incident on the spheroid along its rotationally symmetric axis (namely, end-on incidence). The TE polarized scattered wave is measured in the \( O_{P} - xz \) plane \((\varphi=0°)\), which is perpendicular to the polarization direction of the incident wave. Keeping the volume of the droplet constant but deforming it stepwise into a spheroid of axis ratios 1.05, 1.15, 1.40, and 1.50, the resultant Mie scattering intensity and its Debye series decomposition into the first five orders \((p=0 \text{ to } 4)\) are illustrated in Figs. 4(a), 5(a), 6(a), and 7(a), respectively. The GO decomposition of scattering at these orders is il-
Illustrated in Figs. 4(b), 5(b), 6(b), and 7(b). Comparison of the location of the rainbow intensity maximum predicted by Debye series for the order \( p = 2 \) in Fig. 2(a) [or by GO in Fig. 2(b)] to those in Fig. 4(a) [Fig. 4(b)] and Fig. 5(a) [Fig. 5(b)] indicates a shift of the rainbow toward backscattering, which means a smaller impact parameter \( b \) (\( b \) measures the distance of the incident ray from the rotationally symmetric axis of the spheroid) producing the rainbow. Accordingly, the angular range for two-ray interference decreases, and fewer supernumeraries are observed at the order \( p = 2 \) as the axis ratio increases. A more straightforward linear relation between the shift of the GO rainbow \( \Theta_b - \Theta_{D,sphere} \) and axis ratio \( 1.0 \leq a/b \leq 1.15 \) is predicted in Fig. 8 by use of both the 0.4393 law and Airy fitting of the primary bow [with the size parameter \( \alpha = k_1(a+b)/2 \) for Eq. (49)]. Both methods predict the shift of the rainbow toward backscattering as the sphere is deformed into a prolate spheroid and in the opposite direction for an oblate spheroid. Compared with the ray-tracing results plotted in the same figure, the angular shift of rainbow predicted by Airy function fitting for the spheroid radius as small as 5.0 \( \mu m \) has the average deviation 0.64° for prolate spheroid and 0.18° for oblate spheroid. An increase of the spheroid radius to 15 \( \mu m \) reduces the deviation to 0.22° for a prolate spheroid and 0.07° for an oblate spheroid (Fig. 9), which is consistent with calculations for a sphere. The improved agreement between \( \Theta_b \) and \( \Theta_D \) as well as that between \( h_b \) and \( h_D \) is more clearly demonstrated by Fig. 10 for the end-on incidence \( (\varphi = 0^\circ) \) of the plane-wave on a spheroid of axis ratio \( a/b = 1.05 \) and radius as large as 25 \( \mu m \) (calculations are not performed for the spheroid radii larger than 25 \( \mu m \) to avoid the numerical instabilities that occur in solving large sets of equations for the Debye series). Interestingly, Fig. 8 shows better agreement of \( \Theta_b \) and \( \Theta_D \) for an oblate spheroid. This is because the supernumerary spacing parameter for an oblate spheroid is smaller than that for a prolate spheroid, and, therefore, more partial waves sample the cubic phase region, so that the Airy integral has higher accuracy. This argument is supported by the observation that, for the spheroid radius 5.0 \( \mu m \) the \( p = 2 \) Debye intensity curve of an oblate spheroid is smoother than that of the prolate spheroid and more

![Fig. 4](image_url)  
(a) Mie scattering in the \( \varphi = 0^\circ \) plane and its Debye series decomposition into the first five orders \( (p = 0 - 4) \). The incident plane wave has wavelength \( \lambda = 0.5145 \mu m \), and its electric field is polarized in the \( y \) direction. The water droplet deforms from a sphere of radius \( a = 5.0 \mu m \) into a prolate spheroid of axis ratio \( a/b = 1.05 \). (b) GO decomposition of scattering by the same spheroid.

![Fig. 5](image_url)  
(a) Same as Fig. 4(a), but the water droplet is deformed to the spheroid of axis ratio \( a/b = 1.15 \). (b) GO decomposition of the scattering by the same spheroid.
closely resembles the Airy function shape. In addition, Fig. 8 and 9 also show the decreased accuracy of the Möbius correction [11] for large axis ratio (note that the incidence angle of the plane wave in the Möbius formula is reversed in sign from the incidence angle \( \theta \) defined for the prolate spheroid in the present paper and is equal to \(- (\pi/2 - \theta)\) for the oblate spheroid). The Taylor-series expansion of the rainbow angle obtained by ray tracing [12] shows that the Möbius prediction of the rainbow angle is only a first-order approximation. Such an approximation loses accuracy as the eccentricity of the spheroid increases.

As the axis ratio of the spheroid increases to \( a/b = 1.40 \), the \( p=2 \) order rainbow approaches the backscattering direction (\( \Theta_p = 179.785^\circ \)) and merges into the backward glory. The rainbow-enhanced glory causes an anomalously bright intensity distribution with \( \theta = 180^\circ \), as observed in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b). Note that the rainbow-enhanced glory can also occur for a sphere when its refractive index is such that the rainbow shifts to the backward or forward direction [39].

For a particular axis ratio interval, the \( p=2 \) rays propagate through the spheroid without possessing a stationary deflection point leading to a rainbow. The GO analysis shows the axis ratio where the no primary-order rainbow condition begins is \( (a/b)_1 = (M_r/2(M_r - 1))^{1/2} \). For this case, the paraxial rays hit the shadowed surface of the spheroid on the horizontal axis and retroreflect. Tracing the rays impacting the top hemispheroid with increasing impact parameter, the exit points decrease, have a relative minimum, and then increase. The axis ratio where the no primary-order rainbow condition ends is \( (a/b)_2 = (M_r - 1)/(2M_r - 2)^{1/2} \). For this case, the paraxial rays pass through the focal point of the shadowed surface on their way both to and from the shadow surface. The exit points of the rays increase, have a relative maximum, and then decrease. But in the axis ratio interval \( (a/b)_1 \leq (a/b) \leq (a/b)_2 \), the scattering angle is a monotonically decreasing function of the impact parameter of the incident rays. This mechanism has been previously demonstrated by ray tracing [13]. For the prolate water droplet of relative refractive index \( M = 1.334 \), the absence of the Descartes ray is predicted by GO for the axis ratio \( 1.4132 \leq a/b \leq 1.5802 \). Figure 7 gives an example for the absence of the primary rainbow for the axis ratio \( a/b = 1.50 \). Without the participation of the rainbow, the peak value of the glory at
Fig. 8. Shift of the primary GO rainbow angle versus the axis ratio of prolate and oblate spheroids for $1.0 \leq a/b \leq 1.5$. The incident plane wave has wavelength $\lambda = 0.5145 \mu$m, and its electric field is polarized in the $y$ direction. The water droplet has the spheroid radius $r_s = 5.0 \mu$m and relative refractive index $M = 1.334 + 1.2e^{-9}i$. The GO rainbow angle is determined by the ray-tracing method, the $0.4393$ intensity-ratio law, and the Airy function fitting by the Simplex algorithm for $p=2$ order Debye scattering in the $\varphi=0^\circ$ plane.

the angle $\theta = 180^\circ$ in Fig. 7(a) ($i_{\max} = 10^{4.058} = 1.22e4$) decreases to $\sim 1/3$ of the peak intensity in Fig. 6(a) ($i_{\max} = 10^{4.548} = 3.53e4$). Though the Descartes ray also disappears for $p=3$, an extremely narrow intensity distribution in the near-forward direction is observed in the Debye intensity curve of Fig. 7(a). This is due to the forward focusing of the emergent rays after two internal reflections, which is verified by computer ray tracing. As an example to the general agreement between the angular rainbow location predicted by Debye series and GO, the GO rainbow at $122.9^\circ$ for $p=4$ [see Fig. 7(b)] is not observed at the same scattering angle in the Debye curve. Instead, the $p=4$ order rainbow maximum shifts far forward to the angle $\sim 35^\circ$. The computer ray tracing shows a much higher sensitivity of the $p=4$ order GO rainbow on the eccentricity than that of the lower-order rainbows. It shifts from $\Theta_D = 90^\circ$ to $\Theta_D = 180^\circ$ as $a/b$ slightly increases from $1.4935$ to $1.5092$. In wave theory, however, at the spheroid radius of $5.0 \mu$m the dramatic response of the $p=4$ order rainbow location to a slight eccentricity variation is likely obscured by surface waves that have a stronger contribution to the scattering around the rainbow than the real rays and extend the scattering to more forward angles.

B. Rainbow for Oblique Wave Incidence

Unlike the invariant location of the rainbow for a sphere with respect to the propagation direction of the incident plane wave, the rainbow for a spheroid changes its angular location, since the spheroid is a body of lower symmetry. In this subsection a wave theory analysis is made for prolate spheroids of radius $r_s = 8.0 \mu$m and axis ratios $1.01, 1.03,$ and $1.06$. We vary the propagation direction of the plane wave from end-on incidence ($\theta_i = 0^\circ$) to side-on incidence ($\theta_i = 90^\circ$) with the step of incidence angle $\Delta \theta_i = 10^\circ$, but keeping the polarization of the electric field along the $y$ axis ($\varphi_i = 90^\circ$) so that the scattering in the $O_T-xy$ plane ($\varphi = 0^\circ$) is dominated by the TE wave (the contribution to the $\varphi = 0^\circ$ scattering plane by the rays with incidence planes $\varphi \neq 0^\circ$ is assumed to be negligible). Comparison of the GO rainbows determined by the $0.4393$ law and Airy fitting to the ray-tracing determined rainbow for a spheroid is illustrated in Figs. 11(a)–11(c). A general sinusoidal-shaped curve of the rainbow deviation from its average value $\Theta_{h,\text{ave}}$ versus the incidence angle $\theta_i$ is predicted by all methods. The Airy-fitting determined rainbow $\Theta_h$ for $a/b = 1.01, 1.03, 1.06$ differs from the ray-tracing result by $0.29^\circ, 0.28^\circ$, and $0.24^\circ$, respectively. Again, it is observed in Fig. 11 that the deviation of Möbius-predicted rainbow from the ray-tracing result increases as the eccentricity increases.

In the cubic shape approximation of the wavefront of the rays leaving the elliptical cross section of the spheroid around the rainbow ray, the supernumerary spacing parameter describes the angular spacing of the maxima and minima of the rainbow structure. Although an analytical
expression for $h_D$ is difficult to obtain, a numerical solution is available via calculating the optical path length of the incident rays from the entrance plane to the exit plane, multiplying it by the wave number to get the phase of the rays around the rainbow ray, and determining $h_D$ as the coefficient multiplying the cubic term in series expansion of the phase [34]. As compared in Fig. 12, both Airy fitting and ray tracing yield an approximately sinusoidal-shaped curve of $h$. By using a Fourier expansion for $h$, the discrepancy between $h_b$ and $h_D$ is found to be caused mainly by the constant term, which is independent of the incidence angle but is dependent on the spheroid axis ratio and spheroid size.

4. CONCLUSION
Spheroid scattering can be analyzed by the Debye series developed in the present paper. As an example, the dependence of rainbow scattering on the spheroid eccentricity is studied. Two Airy-function-based methods including the intensity-ratio law and Airy fitting are used to derive the first-order GO rainbow angle and supernumerary spacing parameter from the $p=2$ order Debye scattering. The implicit assumption of the standard Airy correction that the Descartes rainbow location and the supernumerary spacing parameter are given by ray-tracing and Airy theory, respectively, are tested and the particle size effect is analyzed. Numerical calculations support the following predictions of GO:

1. For end-on plane-wave incidence the rainbow has a linear shift toward larger scattering angles as the spheroid deforms into the prolate spheroid with axis ratio less than 1.15. The direction of the shift reverses if the deformation is into an oblate spheroid.

2. For end-on plane-wave incidence, the rainbow disappears when the spheroid eccentricity is in the interval $\frac{1}{H_2} < \frac{1}{M_r\bar{a}} < \frac{1}{H_2}$. This is due to the lack of stationary deflection of the emergent rays.

3. A rainbow-enhanced glory is produced at the axis ratios for which the rainbow ray leaves the particle in the backward or forward direction.

Fig. 11. Deviation of the primary GO rainbow angle $\theta_b$ from its average value $\theta_{b,av}$ versus the incidence angle of the plane wave on a prolate spheroid of relative refractive index $M=1.334 + 1.2e^{-9}i$, the spheroid radius $r_s=8.0 \mu m$, and axis ratio is (a) 1.01, (b) 1.03, and (c) 1.06. The droplet is illuminated by a plane-wave of wavelength $\lambda=0.5145 \mu m$ with incidence angle ranging from 0° to 90° and the electric field polarized in the $y$ direction. The rainbow in the scattering plane $\varphi=0^\circ$ is calculated by the ray-tracing method, the 0.4393 intensity-ratio law, Airy function fitting by the Simplex algorithm, and the Möbius formula.

Fig. 12. The primary supernumerary spacing parameter determined by Airy function fitting. The incident wave and the particle are the same as in Fig. 11.
4. The rainbow and supernumerary spacing parameter show sinusoidal shapes with respect to the incidence angle of the incoming wave for a spheroid of small eccentricity.

We also show that, owing to the contribution of more partial waves as the particle size increases, the values of GO rainbow angle and the supernumerary spacing parameter assumed in Airy theory become more accurate in describing the rainbow scattering.

However, it is noteworthy that in all our demonstration calculations for oblique wave incidence on a spheroid of axis ratio $a/b \approx 1.06$, we assume rainbow scattering to be dominated by the TE polarization in the scattering plane of $\varphi = 0^\circ$. However, for a larger axis ratio the TE rainbow might interfere with the rays leaving the droplet in the same direction but with the incidence planes other than the $\varphi = 0^\circ$ plane [40]. The interference might bias the TE wave signals and cause cross polarization of the scattered light. Analysis of the rainbow in this case needs further study, as done for horizontal rainbow scattering of a side-on incident beam by an oblate droplet [18].

**APPENDIX A**

For scattering of an incident beam by a spheroid, the derivation of the Debye series decomposition of the scattering amplitudes differs from that for scattering by a sphere or a circular cylinder because all the scattering amplitudes involved are now matrices rather than scalars. In order to illustrate our method, we first outline the derivation of the Debye series for scattering of scalar waves by a spheroid. We then describe the additional ingredients required for the derivation for scattering of electromagnetic waves.

When the scalar wave equation is separated in spheroidal coordinates and a wave with wave number $k$ is decomposed in terms of an infinite series of partial waves $n$ and azimuthal modes $m$, the wave amplitude $\psi$ takes the form

$$\psi(\xi, \eta, \varphi) = \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{n=|m|, n \neq 0} X_n R_{nm}^{(j)}(c; \xi) S_{mn}(c; \eta) \exp(i m \varphi),$$

(A1)

where the spheroidal coordinates are $(\xi, \mu, \varphi)$, the radial spheroidal function is $R_{nm}^{(j)}$ with $j=1,2,3,4$, the angular spheroidal function is $S_{mn}$, $c$ is related to the spheroidal coordinate system focal length $f$ by $c=kf$, and $X_n$ are constants. The derivation of the Debye series decomposition of the partial wave amplitudes for scattering of scalar waves by a spheroid consists of five steps.

**Step 1.** Consider a radially incoming wave with partial wave coefficients $(1/2)G_n^m$ in an exterior medium (medium 2) of refractive index $M_2$, which is incident on the surface of a spheroid of size parameter $\xi_0$ and refractive index $M_1$ (medium 1). The interaction of the incident wave with the spheroid surface creates both a radially outgoing reflected wave in the external medium with partial wave amplitudes $R_{nm}^{2,22}$ and a radially incoming transmitted wave with amplitudes $T_{nm}^{2,21}$. The incident, reflected, and interior waves are

$$\psi_{inc} = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{n=|m|, n \neq 0} G_n^m R_{nm}^{2,22}(c_2; \xi) S_{mn}(c_2; \eta) \exp(i m \varphi),$$

(A2)

$$\psi_{ref} = \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{n=|m|, n \neq 0} R_{nm}^{2,22} R_{nm}^{2,22}(c_2; \xi) S_{mn}(c_2; \eta) \exp(i m \varphi),$$

(A3)

$$\psi_{trans} = \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{n=|m|, n \neq 0} T_{nm}^{2,21} R_{nm}^{2,22}(c_1; \xi) S_{mn}(c_1; \eta) \exp(i m \varphi),$$

(A4)

where $c_1=k_1f$ and $c_2=M_2 c_1/M_1=k_2f$. Continuity of both the wave and its normal derivative at $\xi=\xi_0$ permits the evaluation of $R_{nm}^{2,22}$ and $T_{nm}^{2,21}$ in terms of $G_n^m$. The results take the form

$$R_{nm}^{2,22} = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{n_1=|m|, n_1 \neq 0} \sum_{n_1} R_{nm}^{2,22} G_{n_1}^m,$$

(A5)

$$T_{nm}^{2,21} = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{n_1=|m|, n_1 \neq 0} \sum_{n_1} T_{nm}^{2,21} G_{n_1}^m.$$  

(A6)

The incoming partial wave $(m,n_1)$ produces a reflected and transmitted contribution for all other partial waves $(m,n)$. For scattering of a plane wave by a sphere or circular cylinder, this partial wave coupling did not occur. The incident partial wave $(m,n_1)$ in those cases coupled only to the $(m,n_1)$ interior and scattered partial waves. In general, off-diagonal partial wave coupling occurs when the scattering particle has lower symmetry that of a sphere or circular cylinder. Thus the transmitted and reflected amplitudes of Eqs. (A5) and (A6) are matrices in the indices $n$ and $n_1$ and reduce to diagonal matrices in the sphere limit.

**Step 2.** Consider now a radially outgoing wave with partial wave coefficients $(1/2)J_{nm}^m$ inside the spheroid and incident on its surface. The interaction of the incident wave with the spheroid surface creates both a radially incoming reflected wave inside the spheroid with partial wave amplitudes $R_{nm}^{1,11}$ and a radially outgoing transmitted wave in the exterior medium with amplitudes $T_{nm}^{1,12}$. The incident, reflected, and interior waves are

$$\psi_{inc} = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{n=|m|, n \neq 0} J_{nm}^m R_{nm}^{1,11}(c_1; \xi) S_{mn}(c_1; \eta) \exp(i m \varphi),$$

(A7)

$$\psi_{ref} = \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{n=|m|, n \neq 0} R_{nm}^{1,11} R_{nm}^{1,11}(c_1; \xi) S_{mn}(c_1; \eta) \exp(i m \varphi),$$

(A8)
\[ \psi_{\text{trans}} = \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{n=|m|, n \neq 0} T_n^{m,12m,21m} R_{|m|,n}^{(3)}(c_2; \xi) S_{|m|,n}(c_2; \eta) \exp(i m \varphi). \]  
(A9)

Continuity of both the wave and its normal derivative at \( \xi = \xi_0 \) again permits the evaluation of \( R_{n,11}^{m,11} \) and \( T_n^{12m} \) in terms of \( J_n \). The results again are of the form

\[ R_{n,11}^{m,11} = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{n_1+|m|, n_1 \neq 0} R_{n,11}^{m,11} R_{n_1}^{m,1}, \]  
(A10)

\[ T_n^{12m} = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{n_1+|m|, n_1 \neq 0} T_n^{12m} R_{n_1}^{m,1}, \]  
(A11)

again illustrating partial wave coupling between the incident partial wave \( n_1 \) and the reflected and transmitted partial waves \( n \).

\textbf{Step 3.} Now consider the full Mie scattering problem of an incident plane wave or focused beam incident on the spheroid. In this case the incident, scattered, and interior waves take the form

\[ \psi_{\text{inc}} = \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{n=|m|, n \neq 0} G_n^m R_{|m|,n}^{(1)}(c_2; \xi) S_{|m|,n}(c_2; \eta) \exp(i m \varphi), \]  
(A12)

\[ \psi_{\text{scat}} = -\sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{n=|m|, n \neq 0} R_n^m R_{|m|,n}^{(3)}(c_2; \xi) S_{|m|,n}(c_2; \eta) \exp(i m \varphi), \]  
(A13)

\[ \psi_{\text{int}} = \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{n=|m|, n \neq 0} D_n^m R_{|m|,n}^{(1)}(c_1; \xi) S_{|m|,n}(c_1; \eta) \exp(i m \varphi), \]  
(A14)

where \( B_n^m \) are the partial wave scattering amplitudes and \( D_n^m \) are the partial wave interior amplitudes. Again these amplitudes are of the form

\[ B_n^m = \sum_{n_1+|m|, n_1 \neq 0} B_n^{m,1} G_n^{m,1}, \]  
(A15)

\[ D_n^m = \sum_{n_1+|m|, n_1 \neq 0} D_n^{m,1} G_n^{m,1}. \]  
(A16)

\textbf{Step 4.} In order to evaluate \( D_n^{m,1} \) in terms of the partial wave reflection and transmission amplitudes, the interior field of Eq. (A4) is added to the total interior field of Eqs. (A7) and (A8). The result is then cast in the form of a standing wave \( R_{|m|,n}^{(1)}(c_1; \xi) \) in accordance with Eq. (A14). This is possible only when

\[ \psi_{\text{trans}} = \sum_{n=|m|, n \neq 0} \sum_{n_1+|m|, n_1 \neq 0} J_n^m R_{|m|,n_1}^{12m,21m} R_{|m|,n}^{(3)}(c_2; \xi) S_{|m|,n}(c_2; \eta) \exp(i m \varphi). \]  
(A17)

\[ J_n^m = \sum_{n_1+|m|, n_1 \neq 0} \sum_{n_2=|m|, n_2 \neq 0} (I - R_{n,12}^{m,1})^{-1} R_{n,22}^{m,1} T_{n_1,1}^{m,1}, \]  
(A18)

where \( I \) is the identity matrix. The interior partial wave amplitudes are then

\[ D_n^{m,1} = \sum_{n_1+|m|, n_1 \neq 0} (I - R_{n,12}^{m,1})^{-1} R_{n,22}^{m,1} T_{n_1,1}^{m,1}, \]  
(A19)

The interior Debye series is given by Eq. (A19) by using the identity

\[ (I - R_{n,12}^{m,1})^{-1} R_{n,22}^{m,1} T_{n_1,1}^{m,1} + \sum_{n_2+|m|, n_2 \neq 0} \sum_{n_3=|m|, n_3 \neq 0} R_{n_2,22}^{m,1} R_{n_3,11}^{m,1} T_{n_3,1}^{m,1} + \ldots. \]  
(A20)

\textbf{Step 5.} In order to evaluate \( B_{n,11}^m \) in terms of the partial wave reflection and transmission amplitudes, one now adds the total exterior field of Eqs. (A2) and (A3) to the exterior field of Eq. (A9) and demands that the result is the combination of a standing wave of the form \( R_{|m|,n_1}^{(1)}(c_2; \xi) \) plus an outgoing wave of the form \( R_{|m|,n_1}^{(3)}(c_2; \xi) \) in accordance with Eqs. (A12) and (A13). This gives

\[ B_{n,11}^m = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{n_1+|m|, n_1 \neq 0} (\delta_{n,11} G_{n_1}^{m,1} R_{n_1,22}^{m,2} G_{n_1}^{m,1} - T_{n_1,1}^{m,12} J_{n_1}^{m,1}). \]  
(A21)

Substituting Eq. (A17) into Eq. (A21), one obtains

\[ B_{n,11}^m = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \delta_{n,11} - R_{n,22}^{m,22} - \sum_{n_2=|m|, n_2 \neq 0} \sum_{n_3=|m|, n_3 \neq 0} T_{n_2,22}^{m,12} I - R_{n,12}^{m,1})^{-1} R_{n,22}^{m,1} T_{n_3,1}^{m,1} \right]. \]  
(A22)

Equations (A20) and (A22) are the Debye series decomposition of the spheroid partial wave scattering amplitudes for incident scalar waves.

The derivation of the Debye series for scattering of an electromagnetic wave by a spheroid is obtained by using the same general method, with the following additions. As described in Section 2, the wave amplitude \( \psi \) of Eq. (A1) is replaced by the electric and magnetic fields of the incident, transmitted, reflected, interior, and scattered waves. Each of these fields also has a TE component and a TM component with its own TE and TM partial wave coefficients. The TM and TE partial wave scattering amplitudes are \( A_n^m \) and \( A_n^m \), and the TM and TE partial wave interior amplitudes are \( C_n^m \) and \( D_n^m \). As was the case for scattering of a plane wave with diagonal incidence by a circular cylinder, at each interaction of an incident partial wave with the spheroid surface both polarization-preserving waves (i.e., TE to TE and TM to TM) and cross-polarized waves (i.e., TE to TM and TM to TE) are created. We call these four polarization-channel ampli-
tudes TE/TE, TM/TM, TM/TE and TE/TM, respectively. Thus in steps 1 and 2 of the derivation for scalar waves, Eqs. (A5) and (A6), for example, are replaced by

\[ R_{n_1}^{m,22,TE} = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{n_{1} = |m|, n_{1} \neq 0} (R_{n_1}^{m,22,TE/TE} G_{n_1}^{m,TE} + R_{n_1}^{m,22,TE/TE} G_{n_1}^{m,TE}) , \]  

(A23)

\[ R_{n_1}^{m,22,TM} = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{n_{1} = |m|, n_{1} \neq 0} (R_{n_1}^{m,22,TM/TE} G_{n_1}^{m,TE} + R_{n_1}^{m,22,TM/TE} G_{n_1}^{m,TE}) , \]  

(A24)

\[ T_{n_1}^{m,21,TE} = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{n_{1} = |m|, n_{1} \neq 0} (T_{n_1}^{m,21,TE/TE} G_{n_1}^{m,TE} + T_{n_1}^{m,21,TE/TE} G_{n_1}^{m,TE}) , \]  

(A25)

\[ T_{n_1}^{m,21,TM} = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{n_{1} = |m|, n_{1} \neq 0} (T_{n_1}^{m,21,TM/TE} G_{n_1}^{m,TE} + T_{n_1}^{m,21,TM/TE} G_{n_1}^{m,TE}) , \]  

(A26)

Similarly, the partial wave interior amplitudes are

\[ C_{n_1}^{m} = \sum_{n_{1} = |m|, n_{1} \neq 0} (R_{n_1}^{m,11,TE/TE} J_{n_1}^{m,TE} + R_{n_1}^{m,11,TM/TE} J_{n_1}^{m,TE} + T_{n_1}^{m,21,TE/TE} T_{n_1}^{m,TE} + T_{n_1}^{m,21,TM/TE} T_{n_1}^{m,TE}) , \]  

(A27)

\[ D_{n_1}^{m} = \sum_{n_{1} = |m|, n_{1} \neq 0} (R_{n_1}^{m,11,TE/TE} J_{n_1}^{m,TE} + R_{n_1}^{m,11,TM/TE} J_{n_1}^{m,TE} + T_{n_1}^{m,21,TE/TE} T_{n_1}^{m,TE} + T_{n_1}^{m,21,TM/TE} T_{n_1}^{m,TE}) , \]  

(A28)

and the partial wave scattering amplitudes are

\[ A_{n_1}^{m} = \frac{1}{2} G_{n_1}^{m,TM} = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{n_{1} = |m|, n_{1} \neq 0} (R_{n_1}^{m,22,TE/TE} G_{n_1}^{m,TE} + R_{n_1}^{m,22,TM/TE} G_{n_1}^{m,TE} + T_{n_1}^{m,12,TE/TE} T_{n_1}^{m,TE} + T_{n_1}^{m,12,TM/TE} T_{n_1}^{m,TE}) , \]  

(A29)

\[ B_{n_1}^{m} = \frac{1}{2} G_{n_1}^{m,TE} = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{n_{1} = |m|, n_{1} \neq 0} (R_{n_1}^{m,22,TE/TE} G_{n_1}^{m,TE} + R_{n_1}^{m,22,TM/TE} G_{n_1}^{m,TE} + T_{n_1}^{m,12,TE/TE} T_{n_1}^{m,TE} + T_{n_1}^{m,12,TM/TE} T_{n_1}^{m,TE}) , \]  

(A30)

The reflection, transmission, interior, and scattering amplitudes are not only matrices in the indices \( n_1 \) and \( m \), but also in the polarization states TE and TM as well.

Once Eqs. (A23), (A25), and (A26) and the expressions analogous to Eqs. (A10) and (A11) that depend on \( J_{n_1}^{m,TE} \) and \( J_{n_1}^{m,TM} \) are substituted into the equations for the interior electric and magnetic fields, the result is a type-1 radial standing wave only if the incident amplitudes \( J_{n_1}^{m,TE} \) and \( J_{n_1}^{m,TM} \) are related to the incident amplitudes \( G_{n_1}^{m,TE} \) and \( G_{n_1}^{m,TM} \) by the sets of simultaneous equations

\[ J_{n_1}^{m,TE} = \sum_{n_{1} = |m|, n_{1} \neq 0} (J_{n_1}^{m,TE} + J_{n_1}^{m,TM} + J_{n_1}^{m,TE} + J_{n_1}^{m,TM}) , \]  

(A31)

\[ J_{n_1}^{m,TM} = \sum_{n_{1} = |m|, n_{1} \neq 0} (J_{n_1}^{m,TE} + J_{n_1}^{m,TM} + J_{n_1}^{m,TE} + J_{n_1}^{m,TM}) , \]  

(A32)

Iterating these expressions for \( J_{n_1}^{m,TE} \) and \( J_{n_1}^{m,TM} \) and substituting the results into the interior fields of Eqs. (A27) and (A28) then gives the interior Debye series, and substituting them into the exterior fields of Eqs. (A29) and (A30) gives the Debye series for the partial wave scattering amplitudes. The results of this procedure iterated to any given number of interactions of the incident waves with the surface of the spheroid are given in Section 2.
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